OCL is a peer reviewed journal available in open access. This bimestrial publication is a joint publication of several French institutions: Cetiom (French technical centre for oilseed crops and industrial hemp), Cirad (French agricultural research organization working for development), FNCG (French federation of oils and fats industry), Iterg (French oils and fats association), Onidol (French national inter-industry oilseeds organisation), SFEL (French Society for the study of lipids). This journal, devoted to fats and lipids, provides an approach encompassing the whole sector through articles about agronomy, plant biology, biochemistry, analytical chemistry, lipid chemistry, and transversal research themes such as health/quality/food safety, nutrition, environment and sustainable development, innovation and industrial process or economy and social development.

OCL publishes:
1. a thematic folder in each issue, including research papers and reviews
2. research papers and reviews not related to the thematic folder.

OCL also informs its readers on news, proceedings of conferences and symposia, etc.

In particular, OCL publishes every year the conference proceedings of “Les Journées Chevreul” of SFEL and of the annual conference of GLN (Groupe lipides et nutrition / Lipid and Nutrition Group) and the Chevreul Medal conference.
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